
USER GUIDE – HOW TO USE THE TCT PLATFORM
Temporary links and users (for the testing in July)

Link- Training centre / pedagogical manager PROFILE: http://tct-ap11.ldnr.fr/ 

User: Tomoadmin

Password: a

Link – Users (candidates, trainees, recruiters) PROFILE: http://tct-p11.ldnr.fr/ 

User and password: To create by yourselves
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TRAINING CENTRE / PEDAGOGICAL MANAGER PROFILE

Connexion:

- Write the username and password
- Click on login

Main menu buttons

The main menu for the training centre profile is the vision of all the existing training.



Buttons Name Actions
Home/ Made menu To come back to the main menu

Manage Users accounts To see and edit all the user’s profiles + creation of new users

Manage Training To see all the existing training + creation of new training

Manage Companies To see and edit all the recruiters’ profiles + creation of new recruiters (companies)

Logout To leave the application

New… This symbol will repeat during the platform. It means the possibility of creating new
items (training, user, test…)

Creating a new training

- Go to the “main menu” or “manage training” menu

- Click in to add a new training
- Fill in the compulsory fields (general description of the training)



- And click “Create a training”
- The training will be created. You can continue filling in the fields straight away or later.

A training is composed by 4 tabs:

o Training info: You can see and edit the general description of the training.



o Sessions: You have the possibility to create sessions with specific dates.
This step is very important as candidates will be able to postulate only when sessions are created and the application date is opened.

o Placement tests: If your training has placement or positioning tests, you can create those in this tab. 
Write the name of the skill you want to evaluate and which grade you are going to use for evaluation.
In this example, the training centre will evaluate the basic culture about business of candidates using a grade of 20. 
You can create as many placement tests as you need.



o Evaluation: If your training has evaluations, you can create those in this tab.
Here, there are not placement tests but the evaluations (tests, exams, oral assessments…) during the training to assess the achievement of 
your trainees.

For creating evaluations, there are 2 possibilities.

1- Create a new evaluation:
- Click in “create a new evaluation”
- Write the name of the evaluation and the description
- Save. The evaluation will be added in the list.

- After that, you have to link the evaluation to the training by clicking its toggle to change it to orange colour



2- Use an existing evaluation: The platform gives you the possibility to use an evaluation that you’ve already created for another training.

- Choose the evaluation you want to add to your training and click its toggle to change the colour to orange

- The evaluations in grey are not linked, those in orange means linked to your training.

Once the evaluations have been linked to your training, you can come back to the evaluation tab and you’ll see all the evaluations you’ve
added.
.

At any time, you can come back to the training and modify it if necessary.

The training centre profile can add new users directly. By default, the new user would be a candidate, the training centre can give a different role to the 
new user.

Creating a new user



How to create new users?

- Click in “Manage users accounts”

- Click in new user button
- Fill in the fields: Registration data information and the user data
- Save
- The account is created but one intermediate step is necessary to validate it: the confirmation of the account.

To do that, there are 2 possibilities:
o The user will receive an automatic email to confirm the creation: he/she confirm the email
o The training centre can validate a user without his/her confirmation by coming back to the account and clicking the following button

“Email verified (user can log in)”.

Once confirmation done, the user can login in the platform.

- You can update or change the personal information of the user at any time (tab “personal data”).



How to grant new user the role of pedagogical manager or of recruiter?

- You can give the new user the role of pedagogical manager or recruiter by clicking the tab “Roles”.

Managing the users: candidates, trainees and companies

The candidates can create their own accounts by themselves (see the candidate profile). But also, the training centre can create directly the candidates 
and linked them to specific training sessions. In both cases, the process is similar:

- Choose the concerned training / second tab “Sessions”



- Select the chosen session.
In each training session, there are 3 tabs:
o Session information: general description of the session.
o Applications: all the candidates that have applied for the session.
o Trainees: all the candidates that have been accepted to the training by the training centre.

Managing candidates

To see the candidatures for a training session, go the specific training session. In the applications tab, you can see all the candidates that have 
applied for the training session and their status.

The colours of each candidate represent the status of the applicant.

Here, the training centre can do 2 actions: to add new applications (without waiting for the candidates to do) and to change the status of the 
candidates.



For adding new candidates, the user account has to be created before.

- Click in the button “Add application”
- A list with all the users will appear. Choose the name of the person

you want to add to the session training and click in “Add applications”.

For changing the status of the candidatures:

- Click in the specific candidate. The candidature has 3 tabs:

* Candidate (name and surname)
* Placement tests. Here you can add the results of the placement / positioning tests.
* Application status. Here you can decide the admission or rejection of the candidature.

- Go to the 3rd tab “Application status”.
- In “training centre decision”, choose the status of the candidature and save



- Once the status changed, the colour of the candidature will change.
- If your training has placement tests, you can add the results of this candidate by using the 2nd tab “Placement tests”

§ Click in “Add evaluation”. Here, there will be all the placement test you have already created for your training.
§ Write a comment and give a grade result (compulsory fields)
§ Click in + button to add this assessment to the candidature

Also, there’s the possibility to add other placement tests in case, 
you have exceptional tests for one candidate (using the button 
“add a placement test to this training”

The information of the placement tests and application status

will be visible for the candidate.



Managing trainees

To see the trainees for a training session, go the specific training session. In the “trainees” tab, you can see all the candidates that have been 
accepted by the training centre. They are now trainees for your session.

If your training has evaluations, you can add the results of each trainee. To do that:

§ Go to your training session and 3rd tab “trainees”
§ Click in the specific trainee you want to assess.
§ Go to “evaluations”.
§ “Add evaluation”. Here, there will be all the evaluations you have already created for your training.
§ Write a comment and give a grade result (compulsory fields)
§ Click in + button to add this assessment to the candidature



The information of the evaluations will be visible for the trainee.

Managing companies and recruiters

In “Manage companies”, there will be the list of existing companies and the possibility to create more.



To create a new company:

- Click in the button “New company”
- Fill in the fields
- Save

You can link a company to a user (recruiter):
- Go to the “Manage User Account”
- Choose the specific user and go to the tab “Personal data”
- In companies, there will be the list of all the created companies. Choose the specific company
- Save changes



Attention: the “Manage company” menu only serves to have the possibility to link the recruiter to one company. The important thing is to grant the
user the role of “recruiter” so that he/she can see the trainees’ profiles (see page 9).

CANDIDATE PROFILE

Connexion:

1st connexion:

- Use the “Register button” to create an account
- Fill in the fields (all fields are compulsory) and click in submit



- There will be an automatic message:

- An automatic email will send to the candidate for confirmation. With the training centre profile, you can validate the user directly without need of

confirmation, using the following button:

Once the account confirmed, the candidate can login into the platform (using the login and password).

Main menu buttons

The main menu for a candidate profile is the training list with open applications sessions.



Buttons Name Actions
Home/ Made menu To come back to the main menu

My profile To see (and modify) the personal data, applications and training
evaluations (once the candidate becomes trainee)

Sessions open for
appliance

To see the sessions information and apply for them

Logout To leave the application

Instructions This symbol will inform there are explanations or instructions

Managing my profile

In the button “My profile”, there are 3 tabs:

- My personal data: Personal information of the profile.

-My applications: the training session the candidate has applied for and their status

-My training evaluations: The training evaluations (once the candidate becomes trainee)



How a candidate can apply for a training?

1 Click in one training
2 In the tab “The training” you can see the information of the training (description, target group, program…).
3 In the tab “The session” you can see the information of the open session (dates, location…)
4 In the tab “Apply for this session” you can postulate- Write a comment for the training organization and click in submit

5 Once submitting, the training will have one colour to inform the candidate the application has been done. This colour will change when 
the training centre will validate or refuse the candidate.

6 New tabs will appear after the application:
“My application status” with the information of the training centre decision and comments.
“My placement tests results” with the information of the results of the placement tests and interviews.

In this example: the training centre has accepted the candidate and the results of his placement tests have been very good.



TRAINEES PROFILE

Connexion:

Using the user and password that they already have when creating their candidate account.

Main menu buttons

The main menu for trainees’ profile is the list of their followed training.



Buttons Name Actions
Home/ Made menu To come back to the main menu

My profile Description about the personal information of the profile, the results of the 
placements tests and recruitment decision and the results of the training evaluations

Sessions open for
appliance

To see all the existing training with open sessions to apply for.
To apply for: the same process than candidates

Logout To leave the application

Instructions This symbol will inform there are explanations or instructions

Managing my profile

The trainee can choose if they want to have their profile visible for recruiters. In that case, they can fill in the following part in “My profile” / “My personal 
data” and upload a CV. These information and elements can be updated at any time.



RECRUITER PROFILE

Connexion:

1st connexion:

- Use the “Register button” to create an account

- Fill in the fields (all fields are compulsory) and click in submit



- There will be an automatic message:

- An automatic email will send to the user for confirmation. With the training centre profile, you can validate the user directly without need of

confirmation, using the following button:

Also, the training centre will grant the role of “recruiter” (page 9).

Once the account confirmed and the role of recruiter given, the recruiter can login into the platform (using the login and password).



Main menu buttons

The main menu for a recruiter profile is the training list with the trainees’ profiles. The number gives an idea of how many trainees profiles are in each 
training.

Buttons Name Actions
Home/ Made menu To come back to the main menu

My profile To see (and change if necessary) the personal information of the profile

Sessions To see all the existing training with open sessions to apply for, with information
of the training and the session. This tab is only informative.

Resumes Access to the training and the trainees’ profiles

Logout To leave the application



Managing my profile

- Click in the training you’re interested in.
- There will be a list with all the trainees linked to this training that have 

given the authorisation to be there.
To avoid discrimination by gender, name… the information that will appear
will be the following:

o Name of the research post/ position or profile
o The mobility of the trainee
o The post code
o The date of last updating

- Click in the profile you’re interested in. There will be all the evaluations results of the trainee and the possibility of download the CV.

The trainees’ profiles will be ordered by the date of the last updating.


